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Application Information 

Case Study Title  

Jurisdiction Name  

Jurisdiction Population  

Rapid Fire Session? 
Would you like the application to be considered for our Rapid Fire Session? (Rapid Fire presentations are fast-
paced, entertaining, interactive presentations. Each jurisdiction will have five minutes to make their presentations 
using 15 PPT slides set on auto-forward primarily containing photos/graphics. Participants will be seated at round 
tables to facilitate an energetic idea exchange. A cash bar will be available.) 
 

___  YES ___  NO 

Project Leader (primary contact for application correspondence) 

Name  

Title  

Department  

Phone  

E-mail  

Full mailing address, 
including zip code 

 

Twitter account  

 
List additional presenters’ contact information below: 

 



1. Presentation title and description of the innovation. 100 word maximum 

 

2. When and how was the program, policy or initiative originally conceived in your 
jurisdiction? 100 word maximum  

 

3. How exactly is the program or policy innovative? How has your innovation changed 
previous processes, products, or services? 100 word maximum 

 

 



4. Explain how the program or initiative substantially stretched or improved the boundaries 
of ordinary governmental operations. 200 word maximum 

 

5. What individuals or groups are considered the primary initiators of your program? How 
does the innovation engage stakeholders or demonstrate high performance teaming? Were 
strategic partnerships and/or community networks developed as a result of the innovation? 200 
word maximum 

 



 

6. If a private consultant was used please describe their involvement, identify the 
consultant and/or firm and provide contact information. 100 word maximum 

 

7. To what extent do you believe your program or policy initiative is potentially replicable 
within other jurisdictions and why? To your knowledge, have any other jurisdictions or 
organi¬zations established programs or implemented policies modeled specifically on this 
project? Please provide verification of the replication. 200 word maximum 

 



8. What were the costs? What were the savings? 100 word maximum 

 

9. Please describe the most significant obstacle(s) encountered thus far by your program. 
How have they been dealt with? Which ones remain? 200 word maximum 

 



10. What outcomes did this program or policy have? What baseline data did you collect? 
How did you measure the change based on the intervention, and why do you believe in the 
credibility of this assessment? 200 word maximum 

 

11. Has the program received any press or other media coverage to date? If yes, please list 
the sources and briefly describe relevant coverage. 100 word maximum 

 

12. Has the program received any press or other media coverage to date? If yes, please list 
the sources and briefly describe relevant coverage. 100 word maximum 

 



13. Please provide any key references and their contact information who can be 
interviewed/called to discuss the innovation and its impact. 100 word maximum 

 

 

14. You’ve been to a lot of conferences. TLG should be a unique experience for everyone. 
Describe how your case study presentation will be different than other conference 
presentations. 200 word maximum 

 How will you make the session creative and unique? 
 How do you plan to be both entertaining and educational? 
 Include a description of how your session will facilitate group activities and/or interaction. 

 

 



15. Anything else you would like to add? 200 word maximum 

 

 
 


	Case Study Title: #TPSRides - A partnership unifying transit, students and technology
	Jurisdiction Name: City of Tulsa, OK
	Jurisdiction Population: 403,505
	Name: James Wagner
	Title: Principal Transportation Planner
	Department: INCOG
	Phone: 918-640-8923
	Email: jwagner@incog.org
	Full mailing address including zip code: 2 W. 2nd Street, #800, Tulsa, OK 74103
	Twitter account: @tulsatransport
	List additional presenters contact information below: Blaine Young, Chief Information & Operations Officer, Tulsa Public Schools, youngbl@tulsaschools.org, 918-746-6700Debbie Ruggles, Assistant General Manager, Tulsa Transit, 918-382-4933, druggles@tulsatransit.org 
	1: #TPSRides, A partnership unifying students, technology and transitThe #TPSRides program enables high school students free access the city transit system while blending in a technology-driven trip planning application. Beginning with the 2016-17 school year, students will use their student ID to access the transit system for free. But perhaps more importantly, the technology developed through a partnership with Code for Tulsa delivers individualized step-by-step trip planning information to ensure every high school student has the tools they need to get to school, part-time jobs and after-school activities. 
	jurisdiction 100 word maximum: The #TPSRides program was conceived by Tulsa Public Schools in March 2016 as a response to a budget crisis due to state revenue failures. High truancy rates at Tulsa Public Schools has led the district to consider transportation options for high school students that allow them to have multiple options for getting to school even if they miss the school bus. As the Tulsa Public School district searched for ways to reduce costs and cut truancy rates, an idea emerged to offer the existing transit system as an optional alternative to the school bus for the 16-17 school year. 
	previous processes products or services 100 word maximum: The #TPSRides program is a unique blend of an institutional partnership between Tulsa Public Schools and Tulsa Transit powered by a technology innovation that teaches students how to use the transit system in a familiar way using their Google Maps on their smartphone. The partnership represents a stepping out by both Tulsa Public Schools and Tulsa Transit to take a risk with the potential to transform how young people perceive public transit and reduce truancy rates. The program breaks new ground by introducing Tulsa Public Schools and Tulsa Transit to the Code for Tulsa civic hacking brigade. 
	of ordinary governmental operations 200 word maximum: #TPSRides unifies two products already available, public transit and Google Maps, to provide a powerful user-focused experience for all Tulsa high school students. The technology part of this project is known as “Know Your Ride.” The projects were announced by TPS and Tulsa Transit in July 2016, to begin with the 2016-17 school year, thus evaluation of how the program performs will be available by the end of 2016.Currently, Tulsa Transit provides this service without compensation from Tulsa Public Schools. While this is unusual, Tulsa Transit has embraced the program as an opportunity to grow ridership as high school students learn to use transit and become more familiar with the system. For two generations, transit has been seen as a “mode of last resort” for Tulsans who have exhausted all other transportation options. Before #TPSRides, Tulsa Public Schools had never encouraged students to use the existing transit system. The program has the potential to create a new generation of transit riders who don’t need to own a car to be productive residents of the city.  
	word maximum: The primary champions of the #TPSRides program were the Chief Operating Officer for Tulsa Public Schools (Blaine Young) and the General Manager of Tulsa Transit (Bill Cartwright).For the Know Your Route project the key initiators were the Principal Transportation Planner at the local council of governments (INCOG) and the Code for Tulsa civic hacking brigade. Because of the partnership, Tulsa Transit and Tulsa Public Schools are now in discussions about how to further reduce transportation costs for the district. Before this time, there was virtually no coordination between public transit and the school district.Additionally, a project called Modus was developed earlier in 2016 that would conduct a classroom training for every 9th grade student in Tulsa Public Schools to equip them with the skills they need to use transit. It is anticipated that funding will be secured for that program in 2017.
	consultant andor firm and provide contact information 100 word maximum: A private consultant was not used. 
	project Please provide verification of the replication 200 word maximum: Any large to midsize city with a public transit system should be exploring partnership with the local school district(s). School transportation for high school students can often be completed with more autonomy for the students and a higher degree of self-reliance that will help them after they graduate and move on to college or a full-time job. We know that many of our teen-serving social services face huge transportation challenges accessing the services designed for them. The potential impact of partnerships like this could liberate an entire generation that’s been underrepresented in the workforce and empower those who don’t have regular access to private transportation options. By providing transit directions to youth using customized step-by-step directions, every city where transit is seldom used could introduce teens to an entirely new, more sustainable way of accessing what their city has to offer. 
	8: #TPSRides was a no-cost partnership between Tulsa Transit and Tulsa Public Schools. Essentially, Tulsa Transit agreed to make transit free of charge for students anytime Monday through Friday. To develop the Know Your Route technology, we utilized the Code for Tulsa civic hacking community to develop the back end code and front end HTML code to generate the emails for the students. It is anticipated that there will be some cost to use the Google Maps API on a large scale (8,800 records), but it will be limited to $10 per run of a batch of Google Maps API direction requests. 
	How have they been dealt with Which ones remain 200 word maximum: So far there has not been major obstacles to achieving the desired outcomes. The most difficult part of the projects is simply coordinating coders who are serving as volunteers. Most meetings occur after regular business hours, creating a challenge for public employees not accustomed to working after hours. This was challenging for Tulsa Public Schools employees, but a dedicated project lead from INCOG served as the conduit connecting the volunteer coders to the TPS officials, even though the public sector staff couldn’t be at the regular progress meetings with the Code for Tulsa volunteers. Feedback from the Code for Tulsa brigade indicated that partnership like this, where a government organization has a go-between to frame the project and stick with it as issues arise, is the key to unlocking the potential of the civic hacking community. A group collaboration tool, Trello was used to organize the workflow in the cloud and share resources and keep everyone on the same page as the project developed. Online collaboration and communication tools like this and Slack are emerging as ways to keep teams spread across time and space connected, especially when it isn’t convenient to meet in person regularly. 
	credibility of this assessment 200 word maximum: While the program is still in the first part of the implementation phase (official start date was August 1, 2016), there are some clear statistics we can use to measure the success of #TPSRides. First, the Tulsa Public Schools truancy rate for high school students. We also know that Tulsa Transit’s current ridership is comprised of only 2% minors. We expect that empowering students with a free fare and the tools to understand how to use the transit system could significantly impact both measures. Students who use transit are more likely to have a part-time job and access key social services already offered in the community.
	the sources and briefly describe relevant coverage 100 word maximum: Yes. The #TPSRides program received significant news coverage when it was announced on July 12, 2016. Links to relevant stories are below:Possible TPS, Tulsa Transit Partnership Could Improve Student Transportation, News on 6, July 5, 2016http://www.newson6.com/story/32379210/possible-tps-tulsa-transit-partnership-could-improve-student-transportationHigh School Students to Benefit from TPS Tulsa Transit Partnership, News on 6, July 12, 2016http://www.newson6.com/story/32429118/high-school-students-to-benefit-from-tps-tulsa-transit-partnershipPartnership lets Tulsa Public high school students ride transit for freehttp://www.tulsaworld.com/news/education/partnership-lets-tulsa-public-schools-high-schoolers-ride-city-buses/article_dd9fa716-7080-58a2-a27a-999eae6c6845.html 
	the sources and briefly describe relevant coverage 100 word maximum_2: See above.
	interviewedcalled to discuss the innovation and its impact 100 word maximum: Deborah Gist, Superintendent, Tulsa Public Schools, gistde@tulsaschools.org, 918-746-6800, @deborahgistLuke Crouch, Code for Tulsa, luke.crouch@gmail.com, 918-261-5259, @groovecoder 
	fill_2: 1. How will you make the session creative and unique?Because the conference takes place in Tulsa, we will have a student who can speak to the impact of this program in her life. She spoke at the press conference and has a powerful story about how transit enables her to have a part-time job and access places in the city she would have never had been able to go without this partnership. 2. How do you plan to be both entertaining and educational?The session will involve people from Tulsa Public Schools, Tulsa Transit as well as the Code for Tulsa hackers that developed the back end code that drives the individualized transit instructions for students. We will cover impact and the mechanics of how the project evolved.3. Include a description of how your session will facilitate group activities and/or interaction The session will include a demonstration of how the software works to generate transit directions, including an “under the hood” look at the Google Maps API and the powerful data that can be extracted. 
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